Thank you for reading this!

My mission - and my team’s mission is simple: We’re in the fight for life because we love. We see that every life, from the child in the womb, to natural death - and in between, including the abortion clinic worker’s life, has incredible value and worth. We believe that abortion strips women of their dignity. We believe that motherhood is empowering. We believe that not giving into societal pressures to degrade oneself is empowering. We believe that that justice applies to every single human being on this earth. We believe in redefining the pro-life movement.
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e. Abby@abbyjohnson.org
I thought long and hard when I was asked the question by a college group, “What was your one, biggest mistake?” There were plenty to choose from, but I had to keep it to one. I determined that the biggest mistake that I made was actually what led me into many of my other big mistakes. Were it not for the big one, perhaps many of my others would not have happened.

What was it that so dramatically changed my life? Immodesty. Beginning in college, I began to dress immodestly. This brought new attention into my life and invitations to parties where drinking was available. Drinking led to immodest relationships and these immodest relationships led to my first pregnancy and subsequent abortion.

It was only later that I understood that I didn’t need to dress immodestly in order to be attractive or get attention. What if I had protected my body, my mind and my heart from immodesty? Who knows? Maybe it wouldn’t have mattered…but my guess is that if I would have respected myself more, if I had valued my sexuality, I wouldn’t have gotten into those situations in the first place.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, READ MY STORY AT www.AbbyJohnson.org